Dating Games
Surprise Gift
Take past or extra Tupperware products and wrap
attractively. Display this during the entire party.
When doing your dating message, offer the
package to anyone who dates a party within the
next seven days and they’ll receive this as an
added bonus.

Mystery Host Party
To increase sales and datings, host a party in
your own home. Send invitations to everyone you
can think of explaining that one person will be
selected to be the Host and will get the sales
credit for the Host gifts. Encourage them to bring
in outside sales for another chances in the Host
drawing.

Mystery Envelope
Pin an envelope on your Host at the beginning of
the party with a big question mark on it. Announce
to the guest that your Host is working to earn the
Host Gift Special and she’ll need two people to
date future parties in order for her to receive it.
When the first two people date, the Host and the
two datings will receive a special piece of
Tupperware that’s identified on a piece of paper
inside the enveloped.

Necklace Dating
To create fun and make it easy to fill your
datebook, involve the Host in the dating process.
Before the party, make three necklaces using
ribbon and Smidget® Containers. Wrap ribbon
below the seal, tie in a knot and leave an extra
three inches to tie together the longer end to
make a necklace. Fill each Smidget® with small
candies. Have the Host wear all three necklaces
at the party. When someone asks about the
necklaces, she’ll give one to those who date a
party.

Grab Bag
Make several “grab” bags” using brown lunch
bags and pretty gift bags. Place a Tiny Treasure
inside each bag and write a date on each bag.
The date represents available party dates. Display
these gift bags. During your dating message,
have them select a bag. When the first person
does, have her reveal what’s in the bag and
announce that she’ll receive the bigger version of
the Tiny Treasure at her party.

Gift Basket
Before the Party, make a gift basket filled with
Tupperware, bath and body items, kitchen
gadgets, etc. and estimate the value. At the Party,
tell, do not show, the guests you have a gift
basket with $_____ worth of must have items.
For attending the demonstration, they
automatically receive one entry; date a party and
receive 10 entries; bring an outside order and
receive 5 entries; bring a guest and receive
another 5 entries; become a Consultant and
receive 15 entries.
Have the drawing at the end of the party and
present the gift. Have the winner show what she’s
won to encourage others to Host a party.
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